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PLANT DORNMLNTOF THE WHITE HOUSE ERRACES JtI

I
President Roosevelt Will

rind a Great Change
About the Executive Men
siQn Wrought by the Hor-

ticulturist and Florist
When He Returns to
Washington in a Few
Days Prom the West

WHEN President Roosevelt
from his Pacific Coast

trip a few days hence he will
find completed if no hitch occurs the

scheme of plant and flower adornment of
the east and west terraces of the White
House

This work has been the subject of
many conferences and plannings and
drawings and the execution of contracts

until finally there will be represented OH

these two annexes to the Executive Man
sion a great outlay of experience and
brains with a generous alloy of United
States

coinA
Roof Garden Effect

The photographs here reproduced show
to advantage the good points of the ter
race decoration The chief comment fa-

vorably is the roofgarden effect se
cured by the accident of relative height
between the terrace floors and the roofs
ot the Executive Office building on the
west and the Treasury Building op
posite the east terrace The floor of
the terrace Is lri each case almost as
high In the air as the roofs of the

mentioned both of which are built
on lower ground The unobstructed
grounds to the south of the mansion af
ford ample opportunity to Intercept
breezes from the river and their cool
ing effect can be enjoyed practically all
the time

Fountains at Each End v-

At the far end of each terrace is plac
ed a small fountain which is furnished
with a stream of sufficient pressure to
send a thin column of water twenty feet
Into the air With less power a heavier
stream can be elevated about ten feet
affording a spray effect whenever there-

is a sufficiently strong breeze To suit
any taste there are other variations of
pressure possible down to a bubbling
gurgling playful little stream

Bay Trees From Holland

The big tubs seen in the pictures hold
the muchtalkedof bay trees imported
from Holland They stand like grim
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The West Terrace Looking From the Presidents Office The West Terrace as Seen From the State Dining Room
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sentinels in line In the distance in one
picture can be seen some of the much
moretalkedabout boxwood bushes
When their removal was attempted some
weeks ago it was alleged that such ac
tion had been ordered by Architect Mc

Kim The order was however counter
manded by Mrs Roosevelt and its au-

thorship was afterward denied by Mr
McKIm

The Convenient West Terrace

The west terrace is probably the more
Interesting one of the two as it is likely-

to become the cozy secluded resort of the
Roosevelt family and their near friends-

It 4s convenient to the Presidents room
in the new office building and likewise
nearer to the mansions elevator than
Is the east terrace The latter at any
rate opens out of the East
so would no be available for the family
during the time room is open to the
public each day Of course the south
portico will continue to be the choice
spot of the mansion for afternoon teas
but in case this location is monoDolized
by the grownups and distinguished
official visitors the west terrace could
not well be despised as an agreeable

second best nook

Enchantment of Distance-

To dispel In advance any erroneous
impressions that the new terrace ef-

fects are so grand

and
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HOUSEKEEPERS SCRAPBOOK
use of lemon juice is excellent

relieve a slight hoarseness It
the voice at first but

only for a time and is injurious to the
vocal chords To soothe and relieve the
congestion that produces hoarseness
nothing is better than the white of an
egg whipped to a stiff froth A cup of
black hot coffee Is also good to clear
the voice

In sitting when one wishes to bend the
movement should be from the hips and
never from the waist Sit with head and
neck up trunk erect and shoulders low

It is not necessary to use com-

plexion brush or sponge daily once
weekly will give smoothness and fair
ness to the skin

Steaming the face Is advisable oc-

casionally say once In two or Three
weeks It will soften congested sebaceous
matter and assists in dislodging
clogged secretions An easy way to
steam the face is to wring cloths out
of hot water and lay them over the face
changing the cloths frequently hot ones
replacing those that have become cooled
Massage the face with a cold cream
while the flesh is stil warm

A girl should think nothing of running
a mile in seven minutes and that with
out once touching a heel to the ground-
It will do more than almost any other
exercise to make her graceful and easy
on her feet It will also enlarge and
strengthen her lungs Among American
women some one tells us that running is
a lost art A woman can run Just fast
enough for a man to catch her is an
other verdict on this subject

Russian and Egyptian embroideries fn
red blue and black give a smart touch
to cloth costumes

Some of the new passementeries are
composed of white Irish linen with lace
appllquo

Paris has decreed that the green
veil stopping halt way down the nose
will be worn

Among the newest things in parasols-
are those of red moire silk with black

dotsA
double shoulder cape finishes many

spring gowns particularly those of can-
vas and etamino

Forest green taffeta parasols are
among the catchy sorts

To make a Princess SooSoo hat
charming theres nothing like a long
snake plume

Brown In shadings is a good color for
a Quill on an ecru hat

Ringshaped paillettes are noted along
with the pearshaped novelty

Many of the prettiest parasols are
quite plain save for the shirred liberty
lining

Mrs Emma Stackman of j
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Ind has taught school for fiftytwo
years having begun teaching when she
was fourteen She expects to enter upon
another term in September

Glittering sequins both gold and
black adorn some of the gauziest mate
rials intended for evening gowns The
term fish scale Is still applied to this
material and if you want to use the
good oldfashioned word spangles you
will be understood-

A Dretty waste basket seen is of
heavy cardboard painted to resemble
weatherbeaten wood and adorned with
clusters of purple wistaria handpaint-
ed The basket is In five sections each
united to each by a knot of ribbon which
matches the wistaria

Tears do not as has long been sup-
posed weaken the eyes but oa the

tonic keeping the eyes soft and limpid
Rub tough meat with cut lemon Add-

a fey droDs of vinegar to the water for
poaching ggs This keeps the whites
from spreading

Fried sweet apples are a delicious ac-
companiment to liver and kidneys

Use bacon frying chicken r gamp

A bolt of dull gold saloon arranged
with little habit tabs at the back is one
of the spring novelties

Artistically colored laces are quite the
latest craze as a trimming for summer
dresses

Canvas dresses will be much worn
Royal blue is fashionable for day and

evening wear
Belts of suede in gray drab or brown

are worn with shirt waists
The new belts are shaped to perfection

with the downward front droop-
It pays to pay a good price for pongee
Black embroidered white silk stock-

ings are smart with black patent leather
oxfords

Effective touches of gold or silver ap-

pear on heats and dresses
Walking skirts of mohair In sunburst

plaits arc novel but rather trying
Small tucks and shirrings appear on

most of the new voile cad canvas
dresses

Linen walking hats are designed to
linen suite

Willow green appllqued with velvet a
shade darker is very becoming to those
who can wear green-

A feature of the English hats Is the
large crown For many heads a band has
to bo Inserted to keep them on at all for
those whom they fit they are most com
fortable

Light tan light gray or blue serge
are best liked for girls gowns

Mixed fancy braids red and black for
the blue and white for the lighter tones
put on in an effective fashion are the
most popular trimming
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The Eastward View Looking Toward the Treasury

Maze and Worlds Fair palaces It is but
fair to say that distance lends enchant
ment through the photographic lens
There Is no real excuse for
new extensions as the basis on which-
to elaborate stories of the trend

Imperialism They are just good
to-

ward

taklng the

¬

solid wellpaved places like any side-

walk in town with bushyheaded trees
standing around and a fountain sending
up its little lazy stream to complete a
restful picture for the pleasure of the
busy Executive and his family should
they ever find time to get away from

¬ people long enough to enjoy these
nooks

The fact that the floor of each terrace
Is so much above the level of the sur-
rounding lawns is the main cause of

the airiness which seems to cast Its
pleasing spell over these terminal

¬

A WOMANS PRACTICAL TALK WITH WOMEN
repose that refinement gives

one is the object lesson that the
most ignorantperson uncon

sciously recognizes To bo a good lis-

tener Is a rare gift A city of unfinished
sentences declares a friend to us when

speak of beautiful Washington This
may be accounted for by the floating
population where in public places we
meet those from all parts of our broad
country but in a refined home where
converse is the height of the well
stored mind interruptions are not looked
for surely not expected Let us antici-

pate with a look of perfect understand-
Ing our lips refuse to utter a
wellrounded speech In order that the
speaker may feel you have helped him
out Ho needs no help one who is inter-

esting you
Dolsarte the great French student of

human nature who when a
his parents death

taken by a rag picker and trudged
through dirt and sand was one day found
listening to a band playing sitting in

the sand and with a stick wrote In the
sand characters which represented to
him the musical Impressions One pass-

Ing seeing him thus absorbed took him
and educated him Delsarte became one
of the greatest character readers the
world has known From the attitude of

the body in repose as well as from the
body in motion he evolved the philoso
phy that portrays the state of the mind
and the change of thought from grave-

to gay He took for his foundation the
motion of animals and declared them to

be grace Itself because they were un
conscious of motion When persons be

come conscious of self then the grace
of motion is retarded or lessened We
evolve consciousness to step higher Into
the realm of unconsciousness or to be
conscious of a higher Impulse than the
animalhuman These steps of the mind
or the ladder of intellect the rounds
upon which each human being stands
Is the most Interesting of studies-

If the oy tells what the lips refuse-

to utter then watch the eye of a
speaker it he is talking truth his eye
will look into yours with a pleasant
and earnest look otherwise here will
be a quick clutching of the nerves in
the eye and a restlessness a turning
from you to objects near by as tho to
escape you The man or woman who
desires to deceive avoids looking you
inthe eye

The hands and feet portray the
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thought of one whether restless or
otherwise reposeful persons never
drum with their fingers or keep the
feet In motion while sitting Make
every effort possible to dominate self
but dont attempt to dominate others
for in that effort you lose infinitely
more than you gain Become persuasive-
in speech but do not command

The assumption of persons often
shows the vulgar strain In the blood
wellbred civility is stronger than

bravado one encounters so frequently-
We know as Emerson truthfully

wrote Good manners need the support
of good manners In others but we fail
often of finding this desired support
We would suggest to avoid the company

ofthe Ignorant and vulgar
The attitude of the body should bear a

straight line from the ear to the shoul
der the shoulder over the hip the hip
over the ball of the foot This attitude
lifts the head Into proper position One

cannot think on a low plane with the
body in this attitude and then give
to the world your best thoughts and ef
forts

Sandow that giant of strength in-

formed us that ho imagined the weight
which he lifted without one material
ounce and the thought strengthened the
muscles

The mind being the creative force of
the world let us watch our thought and
direct it into the channels which will
give us the greatest benefit knowing
that a wrong thought or one of selfish
ness will react upon us to our Injury
Children should be taught this as soon
as they can speak The youth of today
needs this joyous Instruction and el-

derly persons would find a smooth path
leading to their evening of life By this
knowledge less friction and discontent
would be theirs There Is to us a pa-

thetic sight in the whitehaired man or
woman who does not give to the world
some jewel of their experience that can
benefit those who come Into their pres-
ence and let the years add a new grace

Teach your children to show attention
and respectful deference o you never
allow them to contradict a statement-
ou have made for one should be cor-

rect in making statements See that
they are never rude In speech to anyone
Teach them to respect tho aged the
poor and the unfortunate see that
their companions are refined in speech
become their companions bo interested-
in their studies their games their am
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bitions and direct them ever into the
best way t

What ight have we to bring children
into a world and not hold ourselves re-

sponsible for their happiness and well
being Converse with them and see-

the trend of their minds for the child
soOn shows what It will become as man
or woman Answer all their questions
when their minds are eagerly seeking to
know Dont evade them If you do not
know say so with loving frankness and
sot about to inform yourself Keep near
them in all things Hold their confi
dtnco and their faith in you

You should ever treat your children
with marked politeness and they will
early follow your example You must
not exact from them more than you
give them for the law of Justice is
clear to them and an act or speech that
does not savor of the correct law will
be remembered by them for years or
perhaps for a lifetime Let your quick
sympathy go out to them in all their
troubles for they are as great to them
as any troubles in after life help them
over the rough and thorny places and
their tenderness will come to you later
when your feet grow tired of treading
the way Teach them to appreciate
tht good they possess and the habit
of looking on the best of life will be
theirs

I am reminded of an incident while
traveling on the Southern Pacific Rail-
road through Texas and Arizona on the
way to California The train halted for
twenty minutes In the early morning and
the conductor suggested we should get
off and see some wild animals housed
near by A man strong and sunburned
stood leaning against an adobe house his
sombrero encircled by a silver cord and-

a belt filled with cartridges a blue
blouse and trousers tucked Into high top
ped boots a briar pipe between his white
teeth while utterly unconscious of our
close proximity to him he leisurely
puffed rings of blue smoke up Into that
clear fresh air We felt like intruders
and desiring to be a bit sociable said

Goodmorning He nodded a friendly
little nod and we said looking about
for a subject for speech

You have beautiful air out here
Yes damn it and thats all we have

got
There bo stood the perfect specimen-

of health and manly beauty an immense
ranch was owned by him his cattle
grazed on the foothills of the Sierra
Madre Mountains the air of that early
morning was invisible champagne and
to breathe it a blessing yet he could see
nothing for him to be happy about and
yet he had what many were hunting the
continent over to find health and
strength Wo were sorry not to have a
stopover ticket and let him tell us his
history MRS M
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points of the present mansions plan

Flower Boxes to Be Added

When the new flower boxes are com-

pleted and put into place vith their
bits of radiant color here and there to
relieve the strong contrast between the
unvarying green of the bays and box-
woods and the plain white f of the
Mansion the White House will doubt-
less more homelike and agreeable-
to its occupants than ever could have
beeen supposed up to one year ago
when the combination of residence and
office made the Chief Magistrate more
of a Government tenant than a pros-
perous American gentleman In the home
the nation permits him for a short time
to call his own

While many Improvements have been
made to the grounds Immediately about
the mansion there is no more attractive
portion of the White House lawns than
that the house down
to the Pennsylvania Avenue inclosure
The grass is like one long stretch of
rich green velvet dotted here and

bright flower beds One can hardly
refrain from stopping to admire these
small gardens which In the past few
weeks have been bright with saucy
pansy blooms All colors of these at
tractive little flowers bob at the passer
by Black yellow purple orange and
Jet black mingle together In a pretty
maze of color

Tall shrubbery weighed down jjvlth
spring blossoms line the fence and pre
sent a majestic appearance when com-
pared with their little neighbors-

On the side of the north grounds
the State War and Navy De
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BUST MADE IN BUTTER

that golden mass from
paddle of the churn that

product of the farm that
may be so delicious that article of food
the French disdain the English do not
care for but the American must have
Just about right might be one of the
emblems In the national coatofarms
Many persons remember when Caroline-
S Brooks modeled the Dreaming
lolanthe in butter for the Centennial
Exposition and produced so beautiful
piece of work that the fact that it was
made of butter was forgotten

Butter Is again being modeled shaped
nod glorified by the hand of an artist
arid the models are now served at din
ners where men and women gather who
may criticise the work and have their-
S nse of taste and art appealed to at the
same time

Not long ago a dinner was given by
W D Howells at which all the butter
pit the banquet table was in miniature
busts of noted authors and immortals

The young man who made the busts
Peter S Biehl Is an artist of no mean

capacity and argues If the Dreaming
lolanthe was once made in butter why
not the head of man

To cut off one of
snip or shave off a bit of his nose or

to devour a sliver of his forehead on
your bread may seem a bit amusing or
It may and probably does appear a bit
ridiculous to the the phil
osophy with which the host explained
hi Interesting experiment was Why

combine the artistic with the do
mestic and culinary art Why should
not the eye as well as the palate be ap-

pealed to The pleasanter a portion of
a meal Is to look at the better It usually
tastes Why should we not have the
great always with us even in butter
So the heads of the immortals were
served on plates covered with dainty
rose petals shading from white into
the deepest yellow and flavoring the
butter deliciously and delicately

These heads are made separately
There Is no cast from which the heads
can be turned out In quantity but each
Is molded by the artist who supplies-
the tables and then carefully set away
on ice In the refrigerator with them is
placed a bunch of fragrant delicate
roses or carnations

Butter as every good housewife knows
sometimes to her sorrow absorbs odor
more quickly than anything save milk
and when the roses are placed in the
refrigerator tIle butter when served is
permeated by a delicate flavor that
pleases and surprises

There are as many ways of serving
these unique busts as an ingenious house
keeper may contrive There Is for in
stance the laurel leaves Nothing can
be more appropriate than this for the
bust of a Shakespeare a Milton or a

Dante to rest upon and the leaves are

BUTTE
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A poof Garden Effect Pro
duced by the Rows of
Boxwood and Bay Trees
Ranged on Either Side ot
the Elevation Pretty

Looking
Toward the War and
Treasury Buildings

partmcnt there is a clump qtUrecs HO

thick that their shade a wide
and inviting section of the grounds It
looks like a bit of forest transplanted
from some beautiful fairy story and one
has an irresistible desire to get inside
the grounds and steal a nap in this lit-

tle cozy corner The shade is almost
provoking in the cooling comfort t
offers and when viewed from the steamy
sidewalk of Pennsylvania Avenue makes
one feel like Ignoring the mandates of
he law and climbing over the Executive

fence into the very center this little
groveThe Inviting South Lawn

The south lawn Is none the less at-

tractive and inviting but Is not always-
on view to the general public Since
the course of Improvements to the White
House and grounds was begun some
weeks ago the public has been ex-

cluded from this part of the Presidents
home and has been forced to be con-

tent with a glimpse from a distance
Strolling along Executive Avenue the

south front of the mansion readily at
tracts ones attention Large awnings
have been hung around the south
ticpr and it is here that the Presidents
family gathers to entertain its intimate
friends Tea Is served and delightful
little parties held without fear of the
intrusion of the rublle

The tennis court on which workmen
have been employed for many days
promises to be the chief point of at
traction for the President his family
and their Intimate friends Every mem-
ber of the Presidents household is
especially fond of the game and
court will undoubtedly be generously
patronized in the warm weeks jjnterven
Ing before the departure of the family
for the summer home at Oyster Bay A
thick hedge has been formed along the
Seventeenth Street side of the grounds
and the players wilt thus be protected
from the gaze of the public while they
are enjoying the games

Altogether it seems that President
Roosevelt and his family will have home
with all the conveniences usually en
joyed by persons In less exalted and
responsible positions It has seemed
heretofore that the President jpf the
United States has been
comfort during his term of office being
forced to live and work in the same
building surroundedby few of the at
tractive features which go to make up
ones home
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pleasing to the sight but any flowei
may be used that fancy dictates The
feathery asparagus furnishes a prettj
decoration

The butter is exceedingly hard tc
mold The heat from the artists hand
will melt it and It is necessary to work
with a rail of Ice beside him and to
step into the studio where these little
heads are made Is rather amusing II
looks very little like a plate
butter should be found What with th
ice the butter and the flowers it re-
sembles a butter atelier or a very disor
deny and extraordinary dairy one that
our grandmothers would have looked up
on with high and mighty disfavor and I

doubt whether or not they the dear old
ladies even would have forgiven the
disorder for the genius displayed there
but whatever that state of leniency
might be these heads are made with
exceeding difficulty and not a little ex
penditure and exercise of will power
for just as you have a nose well molded-
to have it slowly disappear and melt
away Is not at all conducive to good tem

perWhen
such a thing was first suggested-

to Mr Biehl hjs held up his hands In
dismay and looked upon the butter in
utter scorn but remembering Its
Brooks achievement long before he was
born he set to work with good will
and a lot of ice and turned out his
first set of twelve heads The dinner
was given to twentyfour one head to
two diners

There are sportsmen in any number
who entertain with club dinners for
which Mr Biehl furnishes models em
blematic of the diners sports there
are dinners where warriors as generous
and as Interesting as the dear old Joey
Bagstock with his regimentals gather
and they must ail be catered to and new
ideas thought out for them

At a sporting dinner ot recent date
there was served on a large platter a
dogs head almost life siza It wai
an English bull and the dog had It

real flesh and blood dog would
have taken a prize without a doubt foi
a dog that was as undershot Lnd broad
muzzled and as abundant in other good
and telling qualities as was this do
could not but appeal to any sportsman

This was set on a large
tray covered with dogwood blossoms
it made in relief and the space In
back where a solid piece of butter
served as a prop was concealed entire
lyby the flowers

There are musical dinners to bo
thought of They could be furnished
with comnosers but this would be too
similar to the dinner with the litorcry
trend and so the artist as a general
thing supplies miniature lyres mando-
lins guitars and other such instru

lend themselves readily to
modelinc

her

dogs head
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